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In this paper, a study is made for bounded linear operators which preserve the 
Hardy-Littlewood-Polya spectral order relation < for measurable functions. 
Moreover, by constructing a certain special type of bounded linear operators which 
are spectral order preserving on a certain class of measurable functions, new proofs 
are given for the classical Hardy-Littlewood-Polya rearrangement theorem as well 
as some of its generalizations. 0 1991 Academic Press, Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
In [S], a notion known as spectral order preserving matrices is intro- 
duced and characterized. With this characterization, a new proof for the 
classical Muirhead’s theorem is given and some Muirhead-type inequalities 
are obtained (see [S, Theorems 3.1 and 3.21). In this paper, we generalize 
this notion to bounded linear operators on function spaces and show how 
some of the corresponding theorems obtained in [S] can be derived. 
Moreover, by constructing a certain special type of linear operator which 
preserves the Hardy-Littlewood-Polya strong spectral order relation < for 
functions belonging to a certain class, we give a new proof for the classical 
Hardy-Littlewood-Polya rearrangement theorem for bounded measurable 
functions [7, p. 152 Theorem lo] and we also obtain its full generalization 
reached in [3, Theorem 2.5) which was attained via a different approach. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Let (X, A, p) be a finite measure space, i.e., X is a non-empty point set 
provided with a countably additive non-negative set function ~1 on a 
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the context, we shall often write s. d,u for integration over X. By M(X, p) 
we denote the set of all extended real-valued measurable functions on X. 
Two functions f~ M(X, p) and g E M(X’, p’), where p(X) = p’(Y) < co, are 
said to be equimeasurable or spectrally equivalent (written f w g) whenever 
~({X:f(X)>t})=~'({X:g(x)>t}) 
for all real numbers t. 
(1.1) 
If f E M(X, p), it is well known that there exists a unique right con- 
tinuous non-increasing function S,- on the interval [O, p(X)], called the 
decreasing rearrangement off, such that S, and f are equimeasurable. In 
fact, 
for all SE [0, p(X)]. 
Iff,gEM(X,~)uM(XI,$) and f’,g’EL’(X,~)uLl(X’,C1’), where 
p(X) = $(xI) = a c co, then we write f << g whenever 
j; +(s) ds < j-’ 6,(s) ds, tECO,al 
0 
and f < g whenever f << g and 
1; h/(s) ds = f; 6,(s) ds. 
(1.2) 
(1.3) 
As in [ 1, 3, 51, expressions of the form f <g (respectively f << g) are 
called strong (respectively weak) spectral inequalities. The spectral 
inequality f <g (respectively f << g) is said to be strictly strong (respec- 
tively strictly weak) if f and g are not equimeasurable (respectively iff and 
g do not have equal total integrals). 
For any functions f, g E L’(X, p), the strong spectral inequality 
is well known (see, for example, [6, p. 881). 
If f < h and g < h, wheref, g E L’(X, p) and h E L’(X’, $), then it follows 
from (1.4) that 
rf+(l-r)g<h (1.5) 
whenever O<r < 1. (For alternative proofs of (1.5), see [l, p. 48, 
Theorem 4.3 (XV)]. 
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2. SPECTRAL ORDER PRESERVING OPERATORS 
The notion of spectral order preserving matrices introduced earlier in 
[S] generalizes easily to bounded linear operators as indicated below. In 
what follows, we assume that (X, ,4, p) and (x’, A’, p’) are two finite 
measure spaces. 
DEFINITION 2.1. A linear operator T: L’(X, FL) + L’(X’, $) is said to be 
weak spectral operator preserving, (strong) spectral order preserving, or 
spectral equivalency preserving if Tf << Tg, Tf < Tg, or Tf - Tg whenever 
f i< g, f < g, or f - g respectively, where f, g E L’(X, p). 
EXAMPLES 2.2. (a) Define a linear operator T: L’(X, p) + L’(X, p) 
by Tf = af + b, where f E L’(X, p) and a, b E R. Then T is both (strong) 
spectral order preserving and spectral equivalency preserving, and T is 
weak spectral order preserving whenever a is non-negative [6, p. 62, 
Proposition 10.2(ii)]. 
(b) Let r: X’ -+X be a measure preserving transformation, i.e., for 
each E E A, r ~’ [E] E A’ and @(z-‘[El) = p(E). Define a linear operator 
T:L’(X,u)+L’(x’,u’) by Tf=fot for all feL’(X,u). Then T is easily 
seen to preserve spectral equivalency and also both weak and strong 
spectral orders. 
(c) Let L’( [0, a]) denote the collection of all Lebesgue integrable 
functions on the interval [0, a] c R. Then it follows from (b) above that 
thelinearoperator T:L’([O,a])-+L’([O,a]), delinedby (Tf)(t)=f(a-t) 
for t E [0, a], preserves all spectral orders, i.e., - , <, and <<. 
Moreover, if c>O, the dilation operator T,: L’([O, a])+L’([O, ca]), 
defined by (T, f )(t) =f (ct) for t E [0, a], is also easily seen to preserve all 
spectral orders. 
The following theorem is a straightforward extension of [S, Proposi- 
tion 2.11 for linear operators which are positive and spectral order 
preserving. 
THEOREM 2.3. A positive (strong) spectral order preserving operator is 
weak spectral order preserving. 
Proof Let T: L’(X, ,u) + L’(x’, p’) be a positive spectral order pre- 
serving operator. Assume5 g E L’(X, p) are such that f << g. Then, by [4, 
Theorem 2.21, there exists a non-negative measurable function h E L’(X, p) 
satisfying the strong spectral inequality f + h <g. Thus, T(f f h) < Tg, i.e., 
Tf + Th < Tg. But T is a positive operator, so Tf < Tf + Th < Tg which 
implies that Tf << Tg, i.e., T is weak spectral order preserving. 
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The following theorem generalizes [S, Theorem 2.21. 
THEOREM 2.4. Zf the measure space (A’, A, p) is either non-atomic or 
discrete with atoms of equal measures, then a bounded linear operator 
T: L’( X, p) + L’( X’, p’) is spectral order preserving tf and only tf it is 
spectral equivalency preserving. 
Proof The case that (X, /1, p) is discrete with atoms of equal measures 
is treated as in [S, Theorem 2.23. 
Asume that (X, A, p) is non-atomic. Clearly, the condition is necessary. 
To prove that the condition is sufficient, let f, gE L’(X, p) be such that 
f <g. Then, by Ryff’s Theorem [ 10, p. 100, Theorem 51 f is the L’-limit of 
a sequence { fn}rz I of functions in L’(X, p) such that each fn, n = 1,2, . . . . 
is a convex combination of functions in L’(X, p) equimeasurable with g. 
Since T is spectral equivalency preserving, using (1.5) in Section 1 above, 
it is easily seen that Tf* < Tg. But T is bounded, so the L’ convergence of 
f, to f implies the L’ convergence of Tfn to Tf Hence Tf < Tg, by [6, p. 64, 
Proposition 10.2 (xvi)], i.e., T is spectral order preserving. 
The following theorem is an analogue of [S, Theorem 2.91. 
THEOREM 2.5. Suppose the measure space (X, A, p) is either non-atomic 
or discrete with atoms of equal measures. Let f, gE L’(X, ,u) be such that 
f <g. Zf T: L’(X, p) --) L’(x’, p’) is a spectral order preserving operator 
which is l-l on functions with equal integrals then Tf - Tg tf and only tf 
f “g. 
Proof The case that (X, A, p) is discrete with atoms of equal measures 
is treated as in [S, Theorem 2.91. 
Assume that (X, /i, p) is non-atomic. Clearly the condition is sufticient, 
by the preceding theorem. To prove that the condition is necessary, assume 
that f < g and Tf w Tg. We need to show that f w g or equivalently, f is an 
extreme point of Q,={h~L’(X,p):h<g}, by Ryff’s Theorem [ll, 
p. 10261. To this end, suppose f = rg, + (1 - r) g, for some g,, g, E Qg and 
0 < r < 1. Since T is spectral order preserving, we have Tg, < Tg and 
Tg, i Tg. By hypothesis, Tf- Tg, so Tf is an extreme point of 
Q’Tg = {h E L’(X’, ,u’) : h < Tg}, by Ryff’s Theorem [ 10, p. 98, Theorem 41. 
But Tf = rTg, + (1 - r) Tg, with Tg,, Tg, E Ql,,, we, therefore, have 
Tg, = Tg, which implies that g, =g, since T is l-l on Sz,. Hence f is an 
extreme point- of Q,, i.e., f-g. 
Remark. The assumption that T be l-l on functions with equal 
integrals in the above theorem is actually not too restrictive, in view of the 
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fact that any spectral order preserving matrix with at least two entries 
unequal is l-l on vectors with equal sums of components (see [S, 
Theorem 2.91 and the remark made thereafter). 
The following corresponds to [S, Definition 2.101. 
DEFINITION 2.6. A (strong) spectral order preserving operator 
T: L’(X, p) -+ L’(X’, p’) is said to be strict if it is l-1 on functions which 
have equal integrals. 
With the above definition, we can restate Theorem 2.5 as folows. 
THEOREM 2.7. Let (X, A, p) be either non-atomic or discrete with atoms 
of equal measures. Let T: L’(X, u) + L’(X), u’) be a spectral order 
preserving operator which is strict. Zf the spectral inequality f < g is strictly 
strong, where f, g E L’(X, p), then the spectral inequality Tf < Tg is also 
strictly strong. 
3. SPECTRAL ORDER PRESERVING OPERATORS AND 
REARRANGEMENT THEOREMS 
Unlike spectral order preserving matrices all of which conform to 
certain simple and clear cut rules for their construction, non-trivial 
spectral order preserving operators do not seem to be easily constructible. 
Thus, further characterizations of this type of operators are desirable. 
Nevertheless, for the class L’( [0, a]) of Lebesgue integrable functions 
defined on an interval [0, a], a E R, there exists a certain especially simple 
type of operators 7’1 L’([O, a]) --f L’([O, a]) which preserve the strong 
spectral order < on the decreasing functions in L’( [0, a]). Operators 
of this type are unfortunately not spectral order preserving on all of 
L’( [0, a]), however, they suffice to enable us to give a new proof 
of the classical Hardy-Littlewood-Polya theorem as well as some of its 
generalizations for integrable functions defined on finite measure spaces. 
In what follows, we denote the Lebesgue measure on the interval 
[0, a] c R by A and we denote characteristic function by x. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let T: L’( [0, a]) + L’( [0, a], a E R, be an operator defined 
by 
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where h E L’( [O, a]), t,, t, e [O, a], t, < t,. Zf f, g e L’( [O, a]) are non- 
increasing functions such that f < g, then 
Tf < Tg. 
Prooj It is clear that 6,= Tf and 6, = Tg I - a.e. Thus, we need only 
prove that, for t E [to, tl], 
or, equivalently, j$’ (g -f) dla ji,, (Tf - Tg) d,l. 
We may assume Tf > Tg on [t,,, tl), otherwise, there is nothing to prove. 
In this case, we have ji,, (Tf - Tg) dl< j:; (Tf- Tg) dJ = j;; (f-g) dl= 
fd(g-f)dA-jz(g--f)dAGj$(g-f)sinceJ:(g-f)dAaO. 
PROFYXITION 3.2. Let a E R. For each positive integer n, define an 
operator T,: L’([O, a]) -+ L’([O, a]) by 
where c, = a/2”, h E L’( [0, a]). 
Zf f, g E L’( [0, a]) are decreasing functions such that f <g, then 
Tn f i T, g. 
Proof: By decomposing T,, into a product of 2” operators of the type 
given in Lemma 3.1, it is clear that the result follows by repeated applica- 
tions of the lemma. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let f, g be non-increasing integrable functions defined on 
a finite interval [0, a]. Zf f < g, then there exist sequences ( fn}:= 1, {g,},“, , 
of simple functions having common sets of constancy with equal measures 
(= a/2”) and converging respectively to f, g both pointwise A-a.e. and in L’ 
such that f,, <f, g, <g, and f., < g, for n = 1, 2, 3, . . . . 
Proof: With the operator T,, defined in the preceding proposition, let 
fn = Tnf, g, = T,, g. Then, clearly, f,, <g, and f,, g, have common sets of 
constancy with equal measures a/2” and fn +f, g, -P g, A--a.e. as n + co. 
Moreover, since f, <f, g, <g for each n [6, p. 70, Proposition 10.93, we 
see that f,-+f, g,-+g in L’ as n-+ oo, by [2, Theorem 5.11. 
In what follows, a function @: R--t R is said to be convex if, for any 
numbers U, v E R and any non-negative numbers r, s with sum 1, we have 
@( ru + sv) < r@(u) + s@(v), a condition which also entails the continuity 
of CD. 
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In [7, p. 152, Theorem lo] using convex functions on the real line, 
Hardy, Littlewood, and Polya proved a rearrangement heorem charac- 
terizing the strong spectral order relation < for any two essentially 
bounded Lebesgue measurable functions defined on a finite interval (see 
[3] for a discussion and some generalizations of this theorem). Assuming 
the validity of the theorem for vectors in R" (for a proof, see [S, p. 89, 
Theorem 108]), we can now give a new proof of it in general in the 
following way. 
THEOREM 3.4 (Hardy, Littlewood, and Polya). Zf f~ L”(X, p) and 
g:EL”(X’, p’), where p(X)=p’(Y)< 00, thenf<g ifandonly if 
for all functions @, convex (and continuous) in a bounded closed interval 
including all values off and g. 
Proof: Let p(X) = p’(X) = a < co. 
The sufficiency of the condition follows as in [7, p. 152, Theorem lo] (cf. 
[3, Corollary 1.71). 
To prove that the condition is necessary, we need only show that 
ffw;’ dA ~yyJ Al. N ow, by Theorem 3.3, there exist sequences cc of simple functions having common sets of 
co%anKy ea& nwi:h measure a/2” such that f, <g,, n = 1, 2, 3, . . . . and 
f,--+ gn-+, as n + co, both A-a.e. and in L’ as n * co. Thus, 
jt @(fJ da. G !: @(g,) dl whenever @: C-c, c] + R is convex, where 
c=max(llfllm~ Ilgllm}. Clearly, @(f,)-@(f) and @(g,)-+ Q(g), &-a.e. 
as II -+ co. Moreover, it is not hard to see that I@(u) - Q(v)/ GM lu - VI for 
some positive constant M whenever u, v E C-c, c], and so @(f”), @(g,) 
also converge to @(6,), @(a,) in L’, respectively. Hence, s;t @(a,) dA Q 
fZ @(a,) 4 i.e., lx Q(f) dp < jxI G(g) dp’. 
We shall now show how to obtain the full generalization of Theorem 3.4 
reached in [3, Theorem 2.51. First we give a lemma. 
LEMMA 3.5. Zf f E L’(X, ,u) and gE L’(X’, p’), where p(X) = p’(Y) < CO, 
then f < g if and only if 
for all convex functions rP: R --+ R such that @p(u) approaches asymptotically 
a linear function in u when u -+ 00 or u + - CO. 
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ProoJ It is easily seen that there exists a finite positive constant M such 
that, for all U, u E R, l@(u) - Q(u)1 < A4 JU - ul, whence the result follows as 
in Theorem 3.4. 
THEOREM 3.6. Zff~ L’(X, ,u) and g E L’(x’, p’), where p(X) and p’(Y) 
are finite and equal, then f < g if and only if 
for all convex functions @: R --) R. 
If f <g and if @ is strictly convex such that @p(f) E L’(X, ,u), then 
if and only if f and g are equimeasurable. 
Proof: The sufficiency of the condition for the first part of the theorem 
follows as in [3, Theorem 2.51. 
Conversely, assume fig. Suppose first that @ is non-negative and 
convex. For each positive integer n, let @,, = L,+ xc-,, -,,] + @JX~-~,~) + 
M,Txc,,, c1)Jp where L,, M, are respectively one of the supporting lines 
of @ at -n, n; here the superscript “+” denotes the positive part of 
a function. Then, clearly, 0 < Qn 7 @ as n + co. But each @, is “linear 
at infinity” and so Lemma 3.5 applies to give j Q"(f) dp <J D,(g) dp’. 
Thus, by Lebesgue’s monotone convergence theorem, we have l Q(f) dp < 
j D(g) d,u’ whenever @ is non-negative and convex. In general, if @: R -+ R 
is convex, then, for each positive integer n, (@ + n)+ is positive 
convex, and so f (@ + n)’ (f) d,u < j (@ + n) + (g) dp’ which implies that 
j[(@of+n)+-n]dp<J[(@og+n)+--n]dp’. Hence, by Levi’s monotone 
convergence theorem, we have j D(f) dp < J Q(g) dp’ whenever G+(g) E 
L’(X, p) (which clearly implies that @+(f)E L’(X, ,u)). 
The last part of the theorem is proved as in [4, Corollary 4.61. 
Remark. Theorem 3.6 gives rise to another rearrangement heorem 
involving the weak spectral order relation <<, i.e., [3, Theorem 2.31 via 
[4, Theorem 2.23 (For details, see [4, Corollary 4.71). 
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